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SATELLITE STUDIES OF THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE 
I. NATURE AND PURPOSE OF METEOROLOGICAL 
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS 
Satellites are  used for meteorological observations because they are  more 
efficient and economical than conventional techniques in performing the continu- 
ous synoptic measurements needed to describe the state of the lower atmosphere 
on a global scale. For practical purposes, meteorologists are  most interested 
in observing the very lowest portion of the atmosphere: the troposphere and its 
upper and lower boundaries. Thus, meteorological satellite observations a re  
concerned primarily with the atmosphere below 30 km and with the interaction 
between the atmosphere and the water or  land surfaces of the earth. The phe- 
nomenological behavior of this portion of the atmosphere, i.e., the very large 
scale variations of pressure, temperature, density, moisture and wind currents 
with season, latitude and height have been explored and understood long ago. 
Needed now, and brought into the realm of economic feasibility by satellites, is 
the continuous global monitoring of those meteorological processes and atmos- 
pheric parameters which bear directly on weather. This utilitarian purpose dif- 
ferentiates meteorological satellite observations from most other scientific 
satellite measurements which, generally, have as their objective the exploration 
of the basic physics of unknown phenomena. Compared to meteorological satel- 
lites such measurements are usually accomplished with greater singleminded- 
ness and produce much smaller quantities of data. Exploration of the lower 
atmosphere for meteorological purposes generally requires continuous monitor- 
ing and mapping of known phenomena with global coverage and high spatial and 
temporal resolution. For this reason meteorological satellites produce a 
staggering volume of data. 
Three types of observations a re  of maximum interest and utility: 
First, there are observations leading to the exploration and description 
of phenomena which are known to have an important influence on weather, 
but which are not fully understood at this time. A variety of processes fall 
into this category; for example, the precise conditions which must exist to 
transform a tropical low pressure system of minor intensity into a violent 
hurricane within the course of a few hours; the role played by relatively 
small scale cells in feeding energy to larger scale circulation systems, 
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especially in the tropics; the influence of the release of latent heat through 
the condensation of water vapor on circulation patterns, the formation of 
turbidity in the atmosphere and its effect on the transfer of radiation; the 
distribution of energy "sources" and "sinks" due to the absorption of short- 
wave, solar and reemission of longwave, telluric radiation and their re- 
lationship to the circulation of the atmosphere (this is of special interest in 
the polar regions where the distribution of ice and water may cause drastic 
contrasts in such sources and sinks). 
Secondly, we are concerned with observations and measurements of 
parameters, the distribution and variation of which have a quantitatively 
predicted influence on atmospheric circulation and weather patterns. The 
physics which governs these predictions is well understood and involves 
fundamental principles such as conservation of mass, energy and momen- 
tum, and hydrostatic equilibrium. The atmospheric processes based on 
these principles are  expressed by numerical, mathematical models of vary- 
ing degrees of sophistication. If such models a re  to be used effectively for 
forecasting the weather over periods of up to two weeks one must observe 
the "initial state" parameters frequently (every twelve hours) at close geo- 
graphic spacing (every 500 km or  so) over the entire globe in order to up- 
date the model prediction. Of essence for this purpose is the observation of 
the wind or mass fields of the atmosphere. This requires either the meas- 
urement of temperature and density or  pressure variations with location and 
height. 
Finally, observations are  made which permit the day to day identifica- 
tion and tracking of weather phenomena such as storms, frontal systems, 
jet streams, etc. on a world wide and synoptic basis. These observations 
consist primarily of photographing cloud patterns during both day and night, 
but can be supplemented by mapping of moisture and temperature patterns. 
They have found prominent application in short term (2-3 day) weather 
forecasting. 
Of the three types of observations only the last one has come to full fruition 
to date. In fact, the identification and tracking of weather systems by mapping 
cloud patterns, which began experimentally with TIROS I in 1960 (see Table I), 
has ceased to be a scientific or technological experiment and is now carried out 
operationally and routinely in the United States by the Environmental Sciences 
Service Administration (ESSA). Present generation experimental satellites , 
typically the Nimbus series, are  intended to intensify observations of the second 
type, especially of vertical profiles of temperature and moisture. It is now an- 
ticipated that by about 1975 there will be a world wide effort to measure routinely 
the "initial parameters" for the numerical prediction models. It is a certainty 
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that satellite observations will play a key role in such an effort. Observations 
to further our understanding of physical processes in the lower atmosphere have, 
to some extent, already resulted from Explorer, TIROS, Nimbus, ATS and Gemini 
satellites in the United States and recently from COSMOS satellites in the U.S.S.R. 
These were essentially limited to the interpretation of circulation phenomena as 
exhibited by their associated cloud patterns and to the study of variation in the 
telluric energy balance at the upper boundary of the atmosphere derived from 
measurements of the properties of radiation emitted and reflected by the earth 
and atmosphere. They can be derived from the intensity, polarization and angu- 
lar and spectral variation of the sensed radiation. This type of measurement 
has been commonly referred to as "remote sensing.'' 
Two conditions must be fulfilled to uniquely relate the measured radiation 
quantities to the desired meteorological parameters: a. Spacecraft, sensors 
and associated data systems must provide for sufficient accuracy, resolution, 
calibration and geographic coverage in the measurements and b. theoretical or  
empirical models must exist to permit rigorous analytical derivation of mete- 
orological parameters from the radiation measurements. The validity of such 
models depends often on a number of assumptions which must be tested either 
by analysis o r  by correlative observations. In general, space technology is suf- 
ficiently advanced today to produce instruments which will yield radiation meas- 
urements with the desired accuracy, resolution, coverage, etc. But problems 
a r e  usually inherent in the physical relationships which describe the dependence 
of the sought meteorological information on the measured quantities. 
There are  cases where such relationships are well established and where 
the assumptions a re  quite tenable. These have been exploited in meteorological 
satellite observations in the past. For example, accurate measurements of the 
intensity of radiation emitted by the earth's surface in the atmospheric "window" 
portion of the spectrum (at 4 and 11 microns) have been obtained during the past 
several years with adequate resolution over the entire globe. Several models 
have been devised (Wark et al. 1962) which relate analytically the observed 
radiation intensities to the temperature of the land and water surfaces. These 
models proved to be quite straight forward and the inherent assumptions are  
not too stringent for meteorological purposes: The area of observation must be 
verified to be cloud free, coarse temperature and moisture distributions in the 
atmosphere must be assumed on a climatological basis and the emissivity of the 
radiating surface must be known. Numerous interpretations of temperature 
fields over oceans, continents and ice masses, as well as of cloud top heights, 
on a global scale, have been made from these measurements (Nordberg 1965, 
Allison et al. 1964). However, the derivations do not yet yield those meteorologi- 
cal quantities which are most sought for numerical atmosphere modeling and for 
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long range forecasting: windfields , pressure, density and atmospheric tempera- 
tures. Models to derive atmospheric temperatures, from the measurement of 
emitted infrared radiation in  narrow spectral intervals have recently been de- 
veloped p a r k  and Fleming 1966). For other parameters such as winds, there 
are,  at present, no accurate methods of remote sensing. In this case, techniques 
a r e  being developed to derive wind speeds and direction from the tracking by 
satellites of large numbers of balloons floating at constant heights in the lower 
atmosphere. 
11. SENSING OF RADIATION FROM THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE 
a. Physical Characteristics 
Except for the tracking of balloons and the relaying of directly sensed 
measurements via satellite, observations of all physical properties of the lower 
atmosphere from orbit depend entirely on the sensing of electromagnetic radia- 
tion received from the earth's surface o r  from atmospheric constituents. Long- 
wave radiation (infrared, millimeter and centimeter waves) is emitted into space 
by the earth and atmosphere, and its intensity is primarily a function of the tem- 
peratures of the emitting surfaces or  gases but is also influenced by such factors 
as the morphology of a surface or  the concentration and distribution of emitting 
gases along the optical path. Shortwave (near ultraviolet, visible and near infra- 
red) solar radiation is scattered back into space by the earth and atmqsphere; 
its intensity compared to the incident radiation, depends primarily on the nature 
and orientation of the scattering surfaces and, to some extent, on the size and 
concentration of the atmospheric scattering constituents. All measurements 
depend strongly on the geometry between the position of the satellite sensor, 
the area viewed on the'earth, the local vertical, and, in the case of solar radia- 
tion, on the position of the sun. 
The dependence of the radiation received by the satellite sensors on such 
atmospheric parameters as temperature, composition and particle size, and on 
the temperature and nature of the surfaces beneath the atmosphere is used to 
derive meteorologically significant information. Mathematical relations between 
these parameters and the sensed radiation are  extremely complex, and cannot 
be stated explicitly for all cases. For example, the interpretation of conceivable 
satellite measurements of the intensity and polarization of solar radiation back- 
scattered by the Earth depends not only on the nature of the reflecting surface, 
the size and distribution of particulate matter suspended in the atmosphere and 
the density of the atmosphere, but also on the assumptions of the laws for the 
various scattering process, e.g. Lambert's Law for backscattering from sur- 
faces, Mie's Law for atmospheric particle scattering, Raleigh's Law for 
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scattering by the molecular atmosphere, etc. In the case of infrared emission 
by a surface on Earth, the intensity I of the radiation measured by the 
satellite in a wavelength interval A ,  to A, is generally related to the tempera- 
ture T and emissivity e of that surface by Planck's Law: 
I - f A 2  e (h )  B(h,  T) d h  
where X is the wavelength of the measured radiation and B (A,T)  is the Planck 
function. However, this radiation will be absorbed and reemitted by the atmos- 
phere which depends on wavelength, temperature , pressure, atmospheric com- 
position and a very precise knowledge of the absorption coefficients by the vari- 
ous gases. Many simplifying assumptions a re  necessary to describe these 
processes so that the meteorological parameters may be related to the radiation 
measurements. Cloud top and surface temperatures , estimates of the radiative 
balance at the top of the atmosphere, and broad averages of water vapor content 
in the upper troposphere, and of stratospheric temperature patterns were de- 
rived from radiation measurements by TIROS and early Nimbus satellites, using 
the best available models for infrared radiation transfer processes for water 
vapor, ozone, and carbon dioxyde and the assumption of blackbody emission by 
all surfaces, clouds and gases. (Allison and Warnecke 1966, Bandeen et al. 
1965, Raschke and Bandeen 1967, and Kennedy and Nordberg, 1967). 
Derivations of surface temperatures (cloud heights) were based on measure- 
ments of radiant emittance in spectral regions (4 and 11 microns) where the 
atmosphere is considered to be transparent ("windows"). Corrections for 
residual atmospheric absorption were shown to be small (5O-1OoC at 11 microns 
and Oo-2OC at 4 microns, W a r k  et al. 1962 and Kunde 1966) depending on the clima- 
tological assumptions made for carbondioxyde, water vapor, ozone and tempera- 
ture distribution in the atmosphere. Similar assumptions were made when 
atmospheric temperature and water vapor were derived from radiation meas- 
urements centered on the absorption bands of CO, and H,O at 15 and 6.3 microns 
r e  spective ly . 
The determination of the balance between total emitted, telluric radiation 
and backscattered solar radiation, an important meteorological parameter,. 
depends on the models used in extrapolating the satellite measurements of limited 
spectral range and response, and at selected angles of observation, to the entire 
range of the emission and solar spectrum and to the radiation flux in all direc- 
tions. This method, which was applied to observations from TIROS and Nimbus 
in the 7-30 and 0.2-5 micron ranges, was successful only for emitted energy 
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where models and assumptions developed by Wark (1962) were used. Appropriate 
models for the angular and spectral dependence of reflected solar radiation a re  
still lacking to derive a precise, absolute measure of the distribution of back- 
scattered solar radiation from the satellite measurements. 
More sophisticated analytical models a re  being developed to make more 
precise derivations of meteorological parameters not only of surface quantities 
such as temperatures or  average atmospheric quantities, but also of the vertical 
distribution of atmospheric temperature, moisture, ozone, etc. To this end 
Dave and Mateer (1966) have developed a method to derive the amount and dis- 
tribution of ozone in the stratospohere from measurements of solar ultraviolet 
radiation between 2500 and 3500A backscattered to the satellite from the Earth's 
surface and atmosphere. This method will be explored on future Nimbus satel- 
lites. Considerable progress has been made (Wark and Fleming 1966) in express- 
ing and solving relationships between the vertical distributions of temperature , 
water vapor, carbondioxyde and possibly ozone in the atmosphere and the emitted 
longwave radiation observable from satellites at very narrow spectral intervals 
(0.1 micron). 
b. Sensors for "Mapping" of Radiation Patterns 
Television cameras are ideal sensors to provide simple and instantaneous 
images of the intensity of reflected solar radiation which can be clearly related 
to  cloud formations and terrain features. Because of the high intensity of visible 
sun light and because a large portion of that radiation is reflected by the Earth, 
high spatial resolutions can be achieved in this part of the spectrum. The resolu- 
tion is given by the number of points in one individual picture frame and by the 
area to be covered by one frame. Present techniques permit each picture to be 
resolved into about 1000 by 1000 individual points. Used on a satellite such as 
Nimbus, covering most of the globe continuously during each day, this corre- 
sponds to a resolution of a fraction of a kilometer on the surface of the earth 
(Fig. 1). Although imaging with television cameras provides excellent spatial 
resolution, it permits only poor relative intensity resolution (about ten "grey" 
levels) and practically no capability of absolute intensity measurements because 
of the great variability of sensitivity across the photosurface. Also, at this 
time, imaging with television cameras can be used only for visible solar radia- 
tion and is not suited for observations of emitted radiation which is necessary 
for nighttime mapping of cloud cover. 
The same high spatial resolution, but much better photometric accuracy 
can be achieved with the use of scanning photometers (radiometers). Such 
photometers compose "images ' I  by sequencially scanning their rather narrow 
field of view along a line on the surface of the Earth and by repeating each 
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subsequent scan contiguous to the previous one. The "image" thus consists of a 
continuous strip, rather than of individual frames. Photometers always use scan- 
ning mirrors or  similar rotating parts and are  mechanically somewhat more 
complicated than television cameras. Visible radiation measurements showing 
cloud patterns from an altitude of over 36,000 km with a resolution of about 2-3 
km (Fig. 2) were obtained by Soumi (1967) with a scanning photometer on the 
ATS I satellite. Nighttime images of emitted infrared radiation at a wavelength 
of 4 microns were obtained with a "High Resolution Infrared Radiometer" (Foshee 
et al. 1965). The radiation maps displayed pictorially reveal the horizontal ex- 
tent of clouds, contrasts between water and land and the temperatures of these 
surfaces (Fig. 3). Earlier, on TIROS and again on Nimbus 11, five channel scan- 
ning radiometers were flown to produce maps of the radiation field in the 11 
micron atmospheric "window," the broad band ranges of total telluric emission 
(7-30 microns) and reflection (0.2-5 microns), the emission by water vapor at 
6.3 microns, and the emission by carbon dioxide at 15 microns (Fig. 4, Nord- 
berg et al. 1966). The choice of these intervals (channels) and their  widths de- 
pend on the atmospheric parameter which is to be derived from the measure- 
ment and on the necessary sensitivity (signal to noise ratio) of the radiometer. 
On TIROS and Nimbus II the 11 micron window channels were about 5 microns 
and one micron wide, respectively. The water vapor and carbon dioxide chan- 
nels were less than one micron wide. The fields of view of the five channel 
radiometers on TIROS and Nimbus corresponded to spatial resolutions of 65 km 
and 50 km respectively. Relatively high resolutions of intensity, about 100 levels 
o r  better (1-2OC) were typical for these radiometers. On Nimbus I the 4 micron 
radiometer had a spectral band width of about 0.8 microns and a field of view of 
about 0.5 degrees corresponding to a spatial resolution on the surface of the 
earth of about 10 km. Radiometers a re  now under development for day and 
nighttime operational mapping of radiation in the 11 micron window with much 
narrower fields of view. Spatial resolutions of about 5 km seem quite feasible 
within the next few years. Despite the very high relative intensity resolution 
the absolute accuracies of radiation measured by early TIROS radiometers over 
long periods of time (several months) were unsatisfactory because the calibration 
of the sensors did not remain stable for such long periods in space. Continuous 
inflight calibration, which was accomplished on Nimbus, is therefore very 
important. 
At much longer wavelengths, in the microwave spectrum, scanning radiom- 
eters will produce images of emitted radiation from terrains, water surfaces and 
rain clouds. At wavelengths of greater than 1.6 cm radiation is received from 
depths a few centimeters below the surfaces and is not appreciably altered by the 
atmosphere or  by non-precipitating clouds. Thus, the nature of land, ice and 
snow surfaces can be mapped more precisely and the presence of rain might be 
detected over relatively uniform ocean backgrounds. A radiometer operating at 
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a wavelength of about 1.6 cm and providing a spatial resolution of about 50 km 
from a 1000 km orbit is now under construction. It is expected to be flown in 
the early 1970's (Thaddeus, 1966). Similar radiometers sensing radiation 
at wavelengths near 1.35 cm, where absorption and reemission by atmospheric 
water vapor occurs, may be developed to map patterns of atmospheric water 
vapor over oceans in the troposphere more reliably than can presently be achieved 
with infrared techniques. 
c. Radiation Sensors for "Sounding" of the Atmosphere 
Commensurate with the development of analytical methods to relate more 
rigorously the derived atmospheric parameters to the measured radiation quan- 
tities, instruments with higher spectral resolutions over a wide range of the 
solar and telluric spectrum are being developed. These spectrometers will 
provide intensity resolutions similar to previously flown radiometers but at 
much narrower spectral intervals. In the infrared, relative spectral resolu- 
tions ( A h : h )  ranging from 1 : l O O  to 1:500 will be achieved. This corresponds to 
a spectral width of 0.1 to 0.02 microns at a wavelength of 10 microns. In the 
near ultraviolet, absolute spectral resolutions of about 10A are anticipated. 
Such spectral resolutions are required to infer, quantitatively; atmospheric 
water vapor, temperature and ozone. These instruments have not yet been flown 
on meteorological satellites, but their use is contemplated on future spacecraft. 
Their field of view will be fixed toward the satellite subpoint and will cover a 
continuous strip on the earth's surface, about 100-200 km wide, under the orbit 
of the spacecraft. Such coarse spatial resolution is dictated by the relatively 
long times (10-20 seconds) required to scan the desired spectral range. A vari- 
ety of instrumental techniques will be used including conventional, fixed grating, 
multidetector spectrometers, Michelson interferometers, and spectrometers in  
which spectral separation is achieved by rotating wedges of continuous interfer- 
ence layers. (Hilleary et al. 1966, Hanel and Chaney 1966,5 Hovis 1966). Im- 
provements i n  spatial and spectral resolution by about one to two orders of mag- 
nitude can be expected when highly cooled infrared detectors (77'K) can be 
accommodated routinely on spacecraft. This will not be the case in the near 
future. Multi-channel instruments are also being considered in  the microwave 
absorption band of molecular oxygen near 0.5 cm to measure atmospheric tem- 
perature distributions with sensitivities similar to presently developed infrared 
spectrometers. The major technological problem here is the high power con- 
sumption which is incompatible with present spacecraft technology. However, it 
seems promising that by the mid 1970's these power requirements can be satisfied. 
Other, more exotic sensors have been proposed for the measurement of 
atmospheric density and wind. These include passive systems such as high pre- 
cision star trackers (Fischbach 1965), o r  active systems such as doppler 
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microwave receivers tuned to transmitters on "slave" satellites (Werbowetzki 
1966) for measurements of atmospheric density profiles by the "occulation 
method," and radar techniques for possible wind observations over oceans 
(Pierson and Moore 1965). The density measurement methods a re  based on the 
fact that, when electromagnetic radiation passes through the atmosphere, its 
velocity of propagation is reduced due to the higher refractive index of the air, 
and its direction of propagation is bent, due to gradients of the refractive index 
across the ray path. The index of refraction p is related to the atmospheric 
density by p = 1 + kp, where p = density, k = constant for a given wavelength. 
Measuring the refraction of s tar  light from a satellite during occulation by the 
Earth thus leads to a determination of the density profile of the atmosphere 
above the area where the ray is tangent to the surface of the earth. In the radio 
occultation method, a master satellite would continuously transmit to a small 
repeater satellite. The signal would be received and coherently retransmitted 
back to the master satellite where its frequency would be electronically com- 
pared with the transmitted frequency. The frequency difference relates to the 
change in the apparent ray path which deviates from the actual distance between 
the two satellites proportionally to the density of the atmosphere in the patQ. A 
precise measurement of the actual distance between a transmitter and receiver 
must be obtained from tracking the two satellites. For ray paths near the sur- 
face, the apparent path deviates from the actual path by about 1500 meters. 
A method has been suggested by Pierson and Moore (1965) to infer surface 
wind fields over oceans by observing the heights of ocean waves. These can be 
mapped from a satellite by measuring the intensity distribution of radio signals 
transmitted by the satellite and backscattered by the ocean surface. For both 
the density and wind soundings, however, analytical models which realistically 
relate the radiation quantities to be measured to density and wind respectively 
a re  still lacking and more theoretical analyses, laboratory and field tests, and 
possibly exploratory spacecraft flights must be conducted before these measure- 
ments will yield useful observations of the atmosphere. 
111. TECHNOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES 
In addition to the obvious technological requirements such a s  provision of 
adequate space, power and thermal control the technological considerations, 
which govern the design of satellites for the observation of the lower atmosphere, 
are: maintenance of stabilization of the spacecraft such that sensors either scan 
the Earth contiguously o r  face continuously earthward; the proper choice of 
orbit to provide optimum observational coverage; and timely and efficient trans- 
mission of the vast amounts of data accumulated in the observations. 
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a. Stabilization and Spacecraft Attitude 
Early meteorological satellites, such as TIROS, were stabilized in space by 
spinning at 9-12 rpm. When the spin decayed in the earth magnetic field, a pair 
of small peripheral rockets were fired on command from the ground, spinning the 
satellite up to 12 rpm again. Whenever the spacecraft attitude was such that the 
camera axis pointed to the earth a series of 32 pictures were obtained with each 
of two cameras. The pictures, taken at 30 second intervals, were stored in the 
TIROS spacecraft between interrogations. The picture sequence covered an 
area of approximately 13 by 120 degrees of great circle arc. Thus, television 
coverage from TIROS was not only limited. to the daylight portion of the orbit 
and by the storage capacity of the tape recorders but was also restricted by the 
orientation of the spacecraft with respect to Earth. In principle, coverage by 
radiation measurements, which continuously scanned across the earth due to the 
spin of the satellite, was not restricted in this fashion. However, scans were not 
parallel to each other and the reconstruction of contiguous "images" o r  maps 
from this scan geometry was exceedingly difficult. 
In a spin stabilized spacecraft the precession of the orbit plane around the 
Earth strongly affects the orientation of the sensors with respect to  Earth. For 
example, due to the Earth's equatorial bulge, the nodes of a 58' orbit regress 
to the west at the rate of about 4 . 6 O  per day relative to the earth-sun line. This 
motion, in absence of other forces, would have caused the camera axis of a 
solely spin stabilized TIROS to look first continuously at the sunlit, then con- 
tinuously at the dark portions of the earth, alternating with a period of about 40 
days. Fortunately, a torque was exerted on the spacecraft by the interaction 
between the magnetic fields of the spacecraft and the Earth. This torque, in 
some measure, counteracted the changes of attitude caused by the precession of 
the orbit and by creating controlled electric currents in the spacecraft, it was 
possible to influence its magnetic field. Thus, it was possible to steer the spin 
axis of TIROS to effect the most favorable geometry for picture taking and for 
scanning the Earth with radiometric sensors. In addition, such "steering" 
maintained the attitude of the spacecraft relative to the sun which had an im- 
portant bearing on the spacecraft's power and thermal budget because of the 
solar illumination of photovoltaic cells and heating absorbing surfaces, respectively. 
The "TIROS Operational Satellite" (TOS) system became fully operational 
during 1966. (Table I) TOS is spin stabilized in the same manner as TIROS and 
utilizes the same basic spacecraft design. The spacecraft attitude is, however, 
greatly improved over TIROS. The spacecraft spin axis is perpendicular tothe 
orbital plane instead of within the orbital plane as on TIROS. This, the TOS is roll- 
ing along its orbital path in a cartwheel fashion with cameras viewing out of the 
cartwheel's rim. This orientation is maintained by exerting magnetic torques 
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just as  on TIROS. This improvement extends sensory coverage to the entire 
sunlit portion of the earth. 
More advanced meteorological satellites incorporate active attitude con- 
trol so that the sensor axes are  always oriented toward the Earth. Such stabili- 
zation, with an accuracy of about 11' in three axes is well within the state of the 
a r t  of present spacecraft technology and has been achieved with the United States 
Nimbus satellites, as  well as  apparently with meteorological spacecraft (Cosmos 
122 and 144) of the Soviet Union. 
b. Orbits 
For full global coverage the orbit plane must obviously have a large inclin- 
ation with respect to the Earth's equatorial plane. Because of field of view and 
resolution considerations of television cameras and other sensors the orbit 
should be circular at a height of 1000 km o r  more. The TIROS orbit was nominally 
circular, 750 km above the earth with a period of about 100 minutes. Its motion 
was "direct" (in the same sense as  the earth's rotation) and its inclination to the 
equatorial plane ranged from 40' for earlier TIROS to about 58' for more re-  
cent launches. Present TOS spacecraft orbit retrograde (against the rotation of 
the Earth) at inclinations of about 82' with respect to the equator and at heights 
of about 1300 km. Nimbus a re  in similar orbits but at somewhat lower altitudes 
(1100 km). The exact inclination of 81.3 for Nimbus I, for example, not only 
provided more complete geographic coverage, but also resulted in the fact that 
observations were performed at each location at the same local time everyday. 
The latter was because, at this inclination, the precession of the orbit follows 
exactly the motion of the right ascension of the sun so that, if at launch the or- 
bital ascending node occurred at local noon, the ascending node of every sub- 
sequent orbit throughout the lifetime of the satellite also occurred at local noon. 
This orbit, called "sunsynchronous," passed over every location on earth at local 
noon and midlight. 
Meteorological satellites orbiting at relatively low altitudes (1000 km) have 
one major disadvantage, even if they provide full global, and regular coverage 
such as the "sunsynchronous" TOS and Nimbus: The spacecraft will pass only 
once every 12 hours over the same region. This is the case especially at low 
latitudes. Such frequency of passes will generally suffice for large scale 
measurements of atmospheric parameters such as  temperature, moisture, etc. 
However, observations of cloud patterns, which can be carried out so well with 
satellites, should ideally be made continuously, especially over areas where 
short lived mesoscale systems (tropical storms, tornados, thermally driven 
convective cells etc.) dominate the weather. For that purpose the satellite 
should be in a "geosynchronous" orbit, i.e. the angular velocity of the spacecraft 
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around the equator should be equal to that of the Earth around its axis; namely 
one revolution in 24 hours. Thus, relative to the earth's surface the spacecraft 
will remain stationary over whichever point along the equator it is inserted into 
that orbit. A geosynchronous orbit requires a distance of about 36,000 km from 
the Earth's surface. From that distance a major portion of the globe can be 
viewed continuously and permanently. Cloud observations from a geosynchronous 
orbit were first carried out with the ATS-I satellite, launched in December 1966 
over the Pacific Ocean at approximately 15OoW. The view from ATS-I encom- 
passes the entire Pacific Ocean and cloud systems with sufficient detail are 
resolved between the east coast of Asia  and the west coasts of the Americas 
from the tropics to moderately high latitudes in both Hemispheres (Figure 2). 
The excessive distance from the Earth is also the major disadvantage of a 
geosynchronous orbit. The energy gathering power of the sensors must be 
enormous to resolve a small area element on the Earth 's  surface. Ironically 
the mesoscale systems whose observations require a geosynchronous orbit, 
because of their limited extent, also require very high spatial resolutions of the 
order of a few kilometers. By far  the largest amount of energy for remote 
sensing is available in the visible part of the spectrum. Thus, at this time, 
only sensors operating in that part of the spectrum provide the spatial resolution 
necessary for the observation of mesoscale meteorological systems from 
geosynchronous orbits. 
The ideal operational meteorological satellite system of the future should, 
therefore, consist of a set of spacecraft in two different orbits: a near earth, 
sunsynchronous orbit to provide regular quantitative observations of a variety 
of meteorological parameters every twelve hours with instruments of high spec- 
tral  resolution; and a geosynchronous orbit to afford continuous high resolution 
imaging of weather patterns, especially of relatively short lived, mesoscale 
cloud formations, with broadband cameras o r  photometers in the visible or  
infrared. 
c. Data Analvsis and Transmission 
One obvious technological problem with continuous, high resolution imaging 
is the immensely large quantity of data which must be stored in the spacecraft 
and transmitted to the ground. For continuous earth coverage from present 
operational meteorological satellites this amounts to  almost 10 data points 
per day. Fortunately, images lend themselves more readily to instantaneous 
interpretation than a series of individual quantitative measurements. At this 
time, the primary method for analyzing cloud pictures for operational purposes 
is to prepare "nephanalysis" charts showing graphical representations of 
areas of similar cloud amount and type (Figure 5). Initially the nephanalyses 
resulting from TIROS pictures were prepared manually by teams of 
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meteorologists at each data acquisition station utilizing perspective latitude- 
longitude grids produced in advance by a simple, digital computer-plotter sys- 
tem. The grids were overlayed on the TV photos within minutes following a 
satellite interrogation. The nephanalyses were transmitted via facsimile from 
the acquisition station to the users. Because of the complicated scan geometry 
of the radiation sensors on TIROS, radiation measurements were processed in 
a very complex fashion by large digital computers. Such data could not there- 
fore, be used for immediate operation. 
Present operational meteorological satellites, such as TOS in the United 
States, channel all operationally useful measurements immediately to the com- 
puting and analysis center of the Environmental Sciences Service Administra- 
tion (ESSA) where television pictures of clouds a re  geographically referenced 
and perspectively rectified by computers (Figure 6) and information is dis- 
tributed worldwide. Readily interpretable television pictures of clouds are also 
transmitted from the satellite directly by an "Automatic Picture Transmission" 
system to meteorologists anywhere in the world who receive these data via 
simple, inexpensive ground stations. The "High Resolution Infrared Radiometer" 
(HRIR) observations of nighttime cloud cover, which are now obtained with a 
scanning radiometer from Nimbus, and will be available in the near future from 
operational spacecraft, a r e  displayed in the form of pictures produced by a photo 
facsimile process on the ground within minutes of the readout of the radiation 
data either stored in the spacecraft o r  transmitted directly via the APT system. 
This rather simple display is possible because of the much simpler scan geom- 
etry of the earth oriented spacecraft which has brought this type of measure- 
ment considerably closer to operational usefulness. 
Quantitative radiation measurements obtained from scanning radiometers 
have equally great data contents as TV pictures, but must be displayed without 
detriment to the high radiometric resolutions inherent in such measurements. 
The best display for these data, which are not yet routinely and operationally 
applied, is in the form of contour maps produced automatically by computer 
from the radiometer output which is digitized either on board o r  after trans- 
mission to the ground. Figure 7 shows an example of a digital map of cloud top 
temperatures obtained from the Nimbus I High Resolution Infrared Radiometer. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF CLOUD PATTERNS OBSERVED 
WITH SATELLITES 
Cloud observations made from the TIROS and Nimbus series of satellites 
have made a significant impact on operational and physical meteorology. To 
date, more than a million TV photographs of cloud cover and other features of 
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the Earth have been taken by TIROS, Nimbus and TOS satellites. The Nimbus 
satellite has demonstrated that global analysis of cloud formations, including 
cloud heights, is possible even at night (Figure 8). The ATS-I satellite at geo- 
synchronous altitude has provided continuous daily cloud observations, from 
sunrise to sunset over a major portion of the world. (Figure 2). 
The formation of clouds over a given region is governed by local meteorolog- 
ical conditions on varying scales. On a large scale, low pressure systems are  
accompanied by intense and widespread cloud cover while high pressure systems 
a re  generally free of clouds. A continuous surveillance of the cloud cover around 
the globe, therefore, gives information about the location of large scale weather 
systems, A global map of cloud distribution resembles a weather map plotted 
by nature. Figures 2, 3, 6 and 8, are  illustrative examples. 
The intensities of emitted radiation measured in the infrared "windows" 
between 10 and 12  microns and at 4 microns provide an excellent means to 
derive the temperatures of surfaces "seen" by the satellite. Therefore, in the 
presence of clouds the emission to space occurs only from the top of the clouds 
where the temperatures are  generally lower than at the surface. Consequently, 
the outgoing radiation is more intense over clear areas than over cloud tops 
from radiation measurements. The radiation intensity is a direct measure of 
the cloud surface (top), temperature. A unique relationship can be established 
between temperature and height either on the basis of climatologically assumed 
temperature profiles or from actual balloon sonde temperature measurements 
provided that it can be assumed that clouds do not penetrate above the tempera- 
ture minimum at the tropopause. Pictorial displays of the radiometric temper- 
ature measurements in these windows have produced large scale "three dimen- 
sional" analyses of cloud heights. Cloud height differences of a few hundred 
meters can be detected and mapped by this method. Mapping of nighttime cloud 
patterns and heights in the 4 micron window was especially successful with the 
NIMBUS satellites (Figs. 3, 7 and 8). The radiometer resolved about 100 steps 
of temperature (corresponding to shades of grey in the picture) from 200 to 
310'K. Such synoptic presentations of cloud height, as well as  cloud cover, give 
a still better insight into the dynamic of weather systems, especially their 
vertical extent, than can be obtained with cloud pictures alone. Figure 3 shows 
a portion of an orbital strip viewed at night by the High Resolution Infrared 
Radiometer of Nimbus I over the eastern seaboard of North America. This pic- 
ture exhibits the major features of a weather map. The cloud formations indi- 
cate the locations of the large scale pressure systems. The Intertropical Con- 
vergence Zone (lTCZ) just north of the equator, a major hurricane (Dora) east 
of Florida and a large frontal system east of Hudson Bay can be clearly recog- 
nized in the picture. Simultaneous observation and mapping of cloud and 
weather systems in several spectral intervals on the same spatial scale though 
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not at the maximum possible spatial resolution, further improves our ability to 
infer from the radiation patterns the location of a i r  mass boundaries, the vertical 
extend, depth and stage of development of weather disturbances and, in some 
cases, even vertical motion and the course of the jet stream. The latter param- 
eters a r e  especially well observed if radiation patterns in the water vapor emis- 
sion a r e  included in the multispectral observations. The Nimbus Medium Reso- 
lution Infrared Radiometer (MRIR) observations consisted of 5 spectral bands; 
the visible (0.2-4.0 microns), total emitted infrared (5-30 microns), water vapor 
emission (6.4 - 6.9 microns), "window" emission (10-11 microns) and carbon 
dioxyde emission 14-16 microns). Examples of the measurements are  shown in 
Figures 4 and 9. Figure 9 (top) shows a composite of the cloud picture observed 
by the window channel in the belt 30N-30s at local noon on 5 June 1966 except for 
the two passes near 140E and 170E which were obtained at local midnight. Al- 
though activity was relatively weak on th is  day the course of the Introtropical 
Convergence Zone can be followed around the entire globe. It generally follows 
the 10N parallel except over the Indian Ocean and Africa, where it dips down to 
the Equator. It is most intense over India and Indonesia and all but disappears 
over portions of the Pacific. Some lesser intensifications occur over Africa and 
South America. Over the Central Pacific, an interesting splitting into two narrow 
bands occurs. 
The water vapor channel observations shown in the lower part of Figure 9 
display dark regions on both sides of the cloud zone indicating strong sub- 
sidence. These wide, dry regions a re  indicative of the subtropical anticy- 
clones. The warmest (driest) region observed in this channel is in the southern 
zone near 40W over eastern Brazil where very strong downward motion can 
be inferred. The narrow dark bands extending from east to west a r e  gener- 
ally associated with subsiding motion on the poleward side of the jet stream. 
ward side of the jet stream. 
Figure 4 shows Hurricane Alma in two stages of its development observed 
by the MRIR in all five spectral bands. In the upper picture, the storm is fully 
developed and its shape is essentially the same in all five spectral bands. 
Comparison of the emitted and reflected radiation shows that the tail of the spiral 
consists mainly of high, but thin clouds while, lower, thick clouds a re  concentrated 
near the eye. In the water vapor channel note the sharp and long sector of dry 
a i r  in the southwest section of the spiral. The cloud tops in the spiral are gen- 
erally very high, penetrating even into the carbon dioxide channel; digitally in- 
ferred temperatures are 223K and 232K in the water vapor and window channels, 
respectively. An entirely different picture prevails 4 days later (lower part of 
Fig. 4) when the storm is in its decaying stage. The brightest image occurs in 
reflected radiation with no noticeable spiral structure while in the window channel 
there is an indication of a wound up spiral but the clouds a re  relatively dark 
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indicating low altitude. No trace of the storm can be seen in the CO, channel 
which maps the radiation from the upper troposphere. The storm has disappeared 
from the upper troposphere. Most noteworthy, however, the water vapor channel 
shows the most extensive and pronounced spiral with a dry band fully wound up 
several times within the storm, a typical sign of a mature or  decaying circulation 
system. 
Even if not complete in all aspects of meteorological analysis, such as air 
temperature and wind fields, this type of information obtained from cloud pic- 
tures provides an effective method of synoptic analysis and, at the very least, 
supplements analyses based on conventional observations. Cloud photographs of 
distant parts of the globe are  in the hands of meteorological centers within two 
hours of the time they were taken to permit global analyses. On the other hand, 
local weather stations can obtain an instantaneous view of weather patterns within 
a radius of about 2000 km of their station from cloud pictures received via the 
APT system during each overpass of the satellite (Figure 10). To date, these 
photographs have been used to detect, identify and track storms and frontal 
systems. 
The morphology of cloud patterns observed with television cameras and 
scanning infrared radiometers have provided the best source yet for inferring 
various aspects of the wind field, i.e., direction, speed and shear, from satel- 
lites. Also, studying the short term variation in the position of major cloud 
systems from synchronous altitudes (Figure 2)  provides an excellent means to 
define the flow field associated with these cloud formations and to track the 
weather patterns which these clouds represent. Many of the relations between 
cloud patterns and the wind field were known before the advent of satellites; 
however, the regular and broad application of these relations was not possible 
until vast and frequency cloud observations became available from satellites. 
Indications of the jet stream position and direction at extratropical latitudes 
a re  sometimes found in cloud patterns observed by satellites (Oliver, et a1 1964). 
An abrupt termination of the cloud along a smooth boundary of a clearly defined, 
extensive cirrus layer is a good indicator of the jet stream position. The 
boundary is often enhanced by a dark shadow line cast on underlying clouds o r  
on the surface of the earth and by transverse streaks within the cloud layer at 
the boundary. Characteristically, the boundary is straight or curved anti- 
cyclonically, and is found on the polar side of the cloud area such that the clouds 
a re  to the right of the jet axis in the northern hemisphere. Thus, the direction 
of the jet is inferred. 
Aside from pure operational aspects, cloud photography from satellites has 
been valuable in areas of fundamental meteorological research. Satellite pictures 
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have shown highly organized cloud patterns , revealing the dynamic mechanisms 
that may be acting to produce these formations. These patterns include large 
scale vortices related to storms as wellas smaller scale, cellular-type clouds 
related to local disturbances. These dynamic processes may also be investi- 
gated by both theory and laboratory experiments. However, the laboratory ex- 
periments are  carried out under very limiting conditions, and results are often 
constrained by questionable assumptions. The cloud systems photographed by 
satellites display these processes, in part, free of such constraints; they are  
immensely useful in supplementing the results from laboratory experiments. 
Photographs of von Karman vortices observed in the cloud patterns in the lee of 
islands in the trade wind zone, for example (Figure l), have permitted the com- 
putation of the eddy viscosity of the atmospheric flow (Chopra and Hubert 1965). 
Photographs of vortices on large scales ranging from frontal clouds and tropical 
storms (planetary scale, Fig. 3) to smaller eddies (mesoscale, Fig. l), have been 
especially useful because they permit the instantaneous viewing of the entire 
phenomenon extending over many hundreds of kilometers. Thus, cloud photography 
from meteorological satellites has been very successful in testing the validity of 
theories and laboratory experiments attempting to link dynamic processes with 
the formation of certain cloud types and patterns. More importantly, features of 
the general as well as local circulations may also be inferred from cloud patterns. 
V. MEASUREMENTS OF THE EARTH-ATMOSPHERE 
RADIATIVE ENERGY BALANCE 
The energy available for meteorological processes stems from global vari- 
ations of heat stored in the atmosphere. The surplus o r  deficit in the amounts of 
radiative energy received from the sun and lost to outer space by the earth- 
atmosphere system plays an important role in the generation of these heat gra- 
dients. It is well known that the latitudinal variation of this net flux of radiation 
shows an excess of incoming solar radiation over outgoing radiation near the 
equator and a deficiency at the poles. Since the atmosphere exchanges heat, not 
only outward with space through radiation, but also as its lower boundary through 
conduction, friction, and through phase changes of water, it is impossible, at this 
time, to determine the entire energy budget of the atmosphere solely from satel- 
lite observations. Measurements of the net balance between incoming solar 
energy flux and outgoing longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere, how- 
ever, can be derived rather well from satellite observations. Some estimate of 
the atmospheric energy distribution can be inferred on the basis of this 
radiative balance and with certain simplifying assumptions (Davis , 1964). 
The global distribution of the net radiation energy balance between the total 
absorbed solar radiation and the total emitted telluric radiation, its variation 
with latitude, longitude and time, may be derived from satellite measurements 
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of portions of reflected solar and emitted long wave radiation at selected times 
of the day. Such measurements have been made with a number of satellites in- 
cluding Explorer VI1 launched in 1959 (Weinstein and Suomi 1961), TIROS IVY 
VI1 (Bandeen et a1 1965) and Cosmos 122 of the U.S.S.R. 
The total amount of solar radiation absorbed by the earth-atmosphere is 
derived from satellite measurements of reflected radiation and from the as- 
sumption that one knows the total radiation received from the sun at the top of 
the atmosphere, and *therefore, the quantity W which would be scattered back 
into space if the earth and atmosphere were a perfect, 100 percent efficient, 
isotropic reflector. Satellite radiometers a re  calibrated in terms of this quan- 
tity before flight. The backscattered energy at wavelengths between 0.2 and 4.0 
microns from a given portion of the earth in a given direction is thus measured 
relative to W. Making the highly oversimplifying assumption that radiation is 
backscattered isotropically, one can derive the amount of radiation backscattered 
in all directions by this given area. This amount, expressed in percent of W, 
is referred to as the reflectance of the observed area. The absorbed energy can 
be calculated since that amount of the solar energy which is not scattered back 
into space must remain in the earth and atmosphere. 
An example of the global variation of reflected solar radiation (albedo) of 
the earth and atmosphere, from which the absorbed radiation can be readily 
computed is shown in Figure l l a ,  as observed by Nimbus I1 and averaged for the 
period 1 July - 15 July 1966. The latitudinal variation in the albedo given in 
Figure l l a  as well as from other TIROS and Nimbus observations show relative 
maxima over the cloudy regions of the Intertropical Convergence Zone near the 
equator and over the clear but bright Sahara desert and minima over the clear 
oceanic areas in the subtropics. The albedo increases at high latitudes and is 
greatest over the cloud and ice covered polar regions. Absolute measurements 
of the total albedo of the earth derived so far from TIROS and Nimbus measure- 
ments leave much to be desired. In all cases the total amount of reflected radi- 
ation measured by the satellites was much too low (by about 40 percent) to balance 
the measured a s  well as the theoretically computed outgoing longwave radiation. 
Since such an inbalance cannot obviously exist on the long time scale observed 
by the satellites, it is suspected that the discrepancy stems from the models 
used in deriving the albedo, i.e. the total, omni-directional shortwave radiation 
flux, from the highly directional and partial satellite measurements. 
Two relatively broad spectral intervals have been used on TIROS and Nim- 
bus to derive the total emitted long wave radiation. One channel operated be- 
tween 8 and 12  microns, the other between 7 and 30 microns. About 60 percent 
of the total emitted radiation is contained in the former channel, about 80 percent 
in the latter. Also, as in the case of solar radiation, a given spot of the earth 
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is seen by the satellite only from one direction at a given time. Since, again, 
the emitted radiation varies in a complex manner with angle and with wavelength 
one must apply certain physical reasoning to extrapolate the total flux in all 
directions from the satellite measurements which were made in a limited por- 
tion of the spectrum and in one singular direction. These extrapolations are  
arrived at, in part, theoretically, in part, empirically. Results are shown in 
Figure l l b  demonstrating the global distribution of total outgoing radiation 
derived from Nimbus 11, averaged over the period 1 July to 15 July 1966. 
In general, these results confirm previous theoretical estimates of the 
global distribution of total emitted longwave radiation: A minimum of the 
outgoing radiation is found at the "meteorological" equator and maximum radi- 
ation is observed in the 20-30' latitude belts. The minimum is due to the ex- 
tensive cloud cover associated with convective activity in the tropics which de- 
fines the meteorological equator, while the maxima in the two subtropical belts 
reflect the clear skies and warm temperatures associated with the extensive 
anticyclones in these regions. Beyond the subtropical belts, the total outgoing 
radiation decreases rapidly with latitude, especially toward the winter pole due 
to increasing cloudiness and decreasing surface temperatures. Further analyses 
of the distribution and variation of the emitted long wave radiation on smaller 
scales were performed by Jensen et a1 (1966) on the basis of measurements 
from TIROS. These analyses demonstrated a likely correlation between fluc- 
tuations in the emitted radiation and disturbances in the tropospheric pressure 
and wind fields (Winston 1967). 
VI. RADIATION OBSERVATIONS OF THE 
EARTH-ATMOSPHERE INTERFACE 
The energy exchanges which take place at the lower boundary of the at- 
mosphere have an equal bearing on the distribution of potential energy available 
to drive the atmospheric circulation as does the radiative net flux at the top of 
the atmosphere. Unfortunately, these exchanges which are  not limited to radia- 
tive processes a re  not as accessible to  direct and quantitative measurement as  
is the net flux of radiation of the upper boundary. Nevertheless, observation of 
patterns of blackbody radiances measured in the "window" portions of emitted 
longwave radiation can provide for the mapping of significant features, pri- 
marily temperature patterns, of the surfaces of land masses and oceans. Such 
mapping in the infrared windows resulted in precise measurements of ocean 
temperatures, the large scale observation gf the distribution of ice and open 
water around the polar regions, especially Antarctica, the identification of a i r  
masses in areas where advection of warm o r  cold a i r  produced heating o r  
cooling of the ground respectively, and the precise measurement of land sur- 
face temperatures from which qualitative inferences of the moisture content of 
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the soil or  the nature of its surface have been made (Nordberg 1965). Because 
of the strong interaction between the temperature of the ocean surface and the 
atmosphere, measurements of sea surface temperatures and mapping of ice- 
water boundaries a re  of particular meteorological interest. Future microwave 
measurements will undoubtedly make observations of ice, snow and water and of 
soil characteristics more versatile and useful as they will not be limited to 
cloud free areas. 
Since the blackbody assumption for water surfaces is quite valid in both 
infrared windows the temperatures derived from radiation intensities relate 
directly to water surface temperatures. Therefore, in cloudless regions satel- 
lite borne radiometers can be used for  global mapping of the surface tempera- 
tures of various bodies of water. The ability of the Nimbus II HRIR radiometer 
to map ocean temperature has been used on a large scale and the course of the 
Gulf Stream could be identified and plotted from satellite observations (Fig. 12, 
Allison et a1 1967). Unfortunately, in many cases clouds obscure ocean areas of 
interest, so that global mapping of ocean surface temperatures in the infrared 
windows cannot be performed contiguously on a daily basis. Figure 13 is a 
radiation picture obtained by Nimbus I in the 4 micron infrared window of tem- 
peratures of ice and water surfaces in the Antarctic on 29 August 1965. The 
entire Atlantic sector of the continent is shown to be cloud-free, and the surface 
temperatures over the interior ice cap near the South Pole were determined 
numerically as 210' to 215'K. These extremely low temperatures were observed 
consistently during the lifetime of Nimbus I, from late August to late September. 
Near the edge of the continent surface temperatures increase markedly to about 
240'K. The edge of the continent stands out sharply in the infrared picture be- 
cause a band of apparently open water, in some parts about 100 kilometers wide, 
stretches along the coast of Queen Maud Land. Maximum temperatures of these 
areas are about 256'K. This indicates that the full instantaneous field of the 
radiometer was not viewing an entirely open area of water but that this band 
probably consists of broken-up ice. A wide shelf of floating ice stretches north- 
ward into the Weddell Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. The Weddell Sea ice can be 
easily distinguished from the inland ice because its surface temperature, 244'K 
is about 12' higher. Very narrow but distinct lines of warmer temperatures a re  
found crisscrossing the shelf. These lines obviously a re  due to cracks in the 
ice, and in some cases they are  over 200 kilometers long. The ice shelf extends 
to 57'S, where it is bounded by open water having temperatures of about 275'K. 
The land surfaces a re  considerably more complex than sea o r  cloud surfaces. 
Therefore, under certain conditions, the temperatures derived from radiation 
intensities measured over land surfaces depend not only on terrain heights, but 
also, to a large extent, on such parameters as heat capacity, conductivity, and 
moisture content. First, it must be determined whether the variations in radiation 
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intensity a re  due to differences in actual ground temperatures or to variations 
in emissivity. In the radiation observations made in the infrared windows from 
Nimbus, most variations may be ascribed to differences in actual surface tem- 
peratures. No instances have been found in these observations where variations 
in surface emissivities could be clearly identified. Indeed, from experience with 
Nimbus one might conclude that effective detection of surface features by means 
of emissivity measurements from spacecraft will be possible only if the spatial 
and spectral resolutions of radiometric sensors are  improved by several orders 
of magnitude over the capability of present instruments. 
On the other hand, a number of topographic and geological features may be 
inferred from the measurements of thermal emission in the relatively broad 
spectral window bands. For example, the topography of the southwestern United 
States was repeatedly mapped by HRIR observations on Nimbus. Warm areas 
were identified as the low regions - Death Valley and the Grand Canyon. Thus, 
observed temperature patterns corresponded to differences in terrain height. 
More quantitative interpretations of the temperatures over Death Valley revealed 
that the temperature difference of about 15'K measured by the satellite corre- 
sponded to an altitude difference of about 1800 meters between the valley floor 
and the surrounding highlands. The measured temperature decrease with alti- 
tude, about 8.3'K per kilometer, was in very good agreement with the expected 
temperature decrease in the free atmosphere (the atmospheric lapse rate). 
A situation in which considerations other than topographic height changes 
are involved may be seen in Fig. 14. The picture shows a very large portion of 
western South America as seen by the Nimbus I 4  micron radiometer on 14 
September 1964, when much of the region was essentially free of clouds; excep- 
tions were the Intertropical Convergence Zone north of lo's, an extensive low 
altitude layer of stratus clouds along the entire west coast, a high-altitude cloud 
deck off southern Chile, and some smaller clouds along the eastern horizon. 
The broad, white (cold) band through the center of the picture corresponds to 
cold, high-altitude mountain ranges of the Andes. Average blackbody tempera- 
tures of 255'K are  measured over the highest elevations, between 28' and 32's. 
To the northeast there is a remarkably rapid transition from the cold highland, 
with average blackbody temperatures of 270'K, to the very warm Amazon Basin, 
with blackbody temperatures of 290'K. The warm waters of Lake Poopd (19's) 
and Lake Titicaca (16's) are  clearly evident in the generally cold highlands. In 
the plateaus to the east of the mountains (30' to 35's) and in northern Chile 
(24's) remarkable fine structure in the temperature patterns may be observed. 
The crescent-shaped form near 23's corresponds to the Salar de Atacama, a 
salt flat in northern Chile. The discrete band of warm temperatures (273'K) 
surrounding the crescent stands out clearly, while the center is quite cold (263'K). 
The entire Salar has a fairly uniform altitude of about 2300 meters. Thus, on 
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the basis of terrain height, there is no reason to assume the existence of a 
temperature difference between the center and the rim. Subsequent aircraft 
observations in this area showed a striking difference in the material on the 
top surface between the rim and the center of the Salar: the center consists of 
sintered salt while the edge is covered by vulcanic material which eroded from 
the surrounding high mountains. This material, which is much darker and 
coarser than the salt, is about 10 to 15OC warmer, because it absorbs more 
solar energy. Consequently, a sharp temperature gradient can be detected from 
the 'satellite. 
A similar situation exists in near 32OS, 68OW, part of western 
Argentina as seen by the radiometer. Here, a nearly circular dark band about 
5 kilometers wide and 40 to 50 kilometers in diameter indicates the existence 
of a high temperature zone. The cold temperatures (light spot) in the center 
of the band can be easily explained by topography. The center of the band cor- 
responds to the Pie de Palo mountain range. The lowest temperature measured 
in the center of the band is 268OK and corresponds to the highest elevation, about 
3000 meters, of the range. The temperature along the band is about 280OK-about 
7 O  higher than the temperature of the surrounding desert. Since the band around 
the mountain is topographically no lower than the surrounding desert plateau, 
the explanation of the warmer temperatures must be found in the difference in 
heat storage between the desert sand and the rocks of the Pie de Palo mountains. 
A visual survey revealed that the contrast between the Precambrian rock forma- 
tions of the Pie de Palo mountains and theAlluvial sand deposits of the surround- 
ing desert is indeed very striking and occurs around the mountains approximately 
along the 1000 meter contour line. The dark band seen by the satellite approxi- 
mately parallels this 1000-meter contour line. Furthermore, the temperature 
difference of 12OK between the warm band at 1000 meters and the cold top of the 
mountain, which rises abruptly to 3000 meters, yields an approximate lapse rate 
of 6OK per kilometer. This corresponds to the expected adiabatic lapse rate 
much more closely than the temperature difference of 6' between the desert 
plateau at about 800 meters and the mountain top does. That latter difference 
would yield a rather unrealistic lapse rate of 3'K per kilometer. Thus, the 
temperature of the desert at night is considerably lower than the air temperature 
because of the small heat capacity and low conductivity of the ground. This low 
soil temperature results in a temperature inversion in the air over the desert, 
while the solid rocks remain considerably warmer, resulting in the adiabatically 
decreasing temperature from the periphery to the center of the mountain. 
VII. ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE 
From measurements in certain, sufficiently narrow spectral intervals, one 
can infer either the temperature or  the amount of constituents, such as water 
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vapor or carbon dioxide, distributed with height in the atmosphere. The spec- 
tral region must be chosen such that the absorption coefficient k, which depends 
on pressure (p)  temperature (T) and on the wavelength (A) for a given constituent, 
is very large; e.g., near 6.3 microns for water, near 15 microns for CO,. 
The intensity of radiation, measured at the satellite, for an absorbing spec- 
tral interval A A  is: 
where 
and 
is the transmission from the level h to the top of the atmosphere, p is the num- 
ber  density of the absorbing gas and the subscript s refers to the underlying 
radiating surface. Scattering has been neglected and it is also assumed that the 
satellite is viewing in the vertical. The quantity Y (h)  represents the contribution 
of different altitude levels to the measured outgoing radiation. Equation (2) shows 
that the total value of In consists of contributions of radiation emitted from 
the lower boundary (first term) and from a gas within the atmosphere above that 
boundary (second term). In spectral intervals of high absorptivity of that gas 
(in band centers or in line centers) only radiation emitted in the upper layers 
can penetrate the atmosphere to space, while in spectral intervals of less ab- 
sorptivity radiation from lower layers can penetrate to space. 
The second term in Equation (2) indicates that the radiation intensity in the 
interval A A  is given by the vertical distribution of the temperature and of the 
concentration of the absorbing gas in those layers. Kaplan (1959) proposed to 
determine the vertical temperature profile from simultaneous measurements in 
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different spectral ranges of the 15 micron C 0 2  band. In this case the concen- 
tration of the absorbing gas can be assumed as known because of the constant 
mixing ratio of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The term &-/ah for the Y 
function in the second term of equation (2) then can be expressed as a function 
of height and wavelength only. The variation of this term with height (pressure) 
is shown f o r  several wavelengths (wave numbers expressed in cm-l)  in Figure 15. 
The curves in Fig. 15 show that the intensity of radiation transmitted to the 
satellite is distributed with height depending on the wavelength interval. Thus, 
if a number of radiance measurements can be made in narrow intervals over a 
spectral region ranging from the center to the wings of an absorption band, the 
radiation measured at each interval will be distributed according to the weight- 
ing functions of Fig. 15 with maxima at different levels in the atmosphere. Such 
a set of measurements will contain information on the vertical temperature dis- 
tribution. However, because of the large amount of overlapping in the weighting 
functions, the individual measurements in the set will be highly interdependent. 
For this reason solutions to the problem of obtaining temperature profiles from 
such a set of radiance measurements tend to be highly unstable, placing great 
demands on both the accuracy of the measurements and the mathematical tech- 
niques employed. Several methods have been developed for treating the problem 
including the linear approach by Wark and Fleming (1966) and a nonlinear method 
of King (1964). The latter method is highly objective, but is confined to a repre- 
sentation of the temperature profile consisting of a limited number of ramps. The 
method of Wark and Fleming is well suited for the incorporation of a maximum 
amount of a priori information; in its most sophisticated form, use is made of 
empirical orthogonal functions derived from existing measurements of atmos- 
pheric temperature. 
Complete temperature profiles have not yet been measured from satellites, 
but plans for such measurements exist and encouraging results have been ob- 
tained from attempts at inverting radiometric data taken with balloon borne in- 
struments (Hilleary et al, 1966). 
If the temperature is known, then the vertical distribution of an absorbing 
gas e.g., water vapor can be obtained from a set of spectral measurements in 
one of its absorption bands. If measurements are made in the infrared the re- 
sults will be disturbed by the presence of clouds, dust and haze layers because 
the transmission properties of ice crystals and water droplets in those layers 
will  dominate the properties of the gases. 
measurements in one single and relatively wide spectral interval for each ab- 
sorbing gas, carbon dioxyde and water vapor respectively. For example, for 
TIROS VI1 the single interval in which emission from C02 was measured ranged 
from 14.8 to 15.5 microns. The "weighting function" for this single channel was 
considerably wider (30 cm-l)  than those shown for narrow intervals (5 cm - l )  in 
Figure 15, and ranged from 10 km to 35 km with the maximum at 20 km. In this 
Meteorological Satellites (TIROS, Nimbus) to date have only performed 
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case the contributions to the radiation from an underlying radiating surface 
[first term in equation (2)l may be neglected if that surface lies at altitudes 
below about 10 km. Most radiative surfaces (cloud tops) can be assumed to be 
below about 10 km. Thus, the radiation measurements in the 15 micron channel 
may be interpreted as a measure of the average temperature of the atmosphere 
within that altitude interval which is ''seen" by this channel where each atmos- 
pheric height level contributes to the average according to the weighting curve. 
Variations in the average temperatures in the lower stratosphere can be readily 
detected by the variations of the 15  micron radiation measurements. On a global 
scale, such patterns of stratospheric temperatures bear a strong relationship to 
stratospheric circulation (Fig. 16). In general, the temperatures derived from 
TIROS VII near the summer pole (65' latitude) were of the order of 240°K, de- 
creasing towards the winter pole where the stratospheric temperatures were 
found to be about 200OK. 
Analyses of the stratospheric temperatures on a regional scale have also 
shown several interesting features. An intense warm area over the North Pa- 
cific related to the well-known Aleutian anticyclone has been clearly identified 
and other features, such as sudden stratospheric warmings were observed (40°N, 
60°E, Fig. 16). These stratospheric warmings have attracted considerable attention 
since they were first noticed over Berlin in 1950). Now, with the availability of 
continuous measurements of stratospheric temperatures over the whole globe 
by means of satellites, it will certainly resolve many questions regarding the 
extent and magnitude of their occurrences and their relation to the sudden 
changes in the stratospheric circulation. The satellite measurements are  of 
particular interest since they enable the detailed study and comparison of these 
phenomena in both hemispheres. 
Observed variations in the patterns of equivalent blackbody temperatures 
reflect very well the seasonal temperature cycle of the stratosphere in both 
Hemispheres and the fact that this cycle is exactly in phase with the variation 
of the declination of the sun. The stratospheric temperature fields , especially 
the variance of temperature along high latitude circles, are  indicative of large 
scale horizontal eddies during winter in both Hemispheres (Kennedy and Nord- 
berg 1967). The eddies, which a re  probably responsible for transporting heat 
and ozone to high latitudes, seem to develop in preferred locations around warm 
air cells over the Aleutian Islands and over Australia in the respective Hemi- 
spheres. Wave number one dominates both of these eddies. The one in  the 
Northern Hemisphere is considerably more intense and stationary than its 
Southern Hemisphere counterpart. In both Hemispheres eddy activity begins 
to increase at the atumnal equinox and intensifies about two months later, but 
in the Northern Hemisphere this  activity ceases abruptly just  before the vernal 
2quinox while in the Southern Hemisphere it does not subside until about two 
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months later. In both Hemispheres large scale eddy circulation is absent during 
the summer months. Because of the greater poleward heat transport during the 
winter by the horizontal eddies in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern 
Hemisphere, temperatures in the tropics follow an annual variation which is in 
phase with the Northern Hemisphere cycle. Tropical temperatures are  appreci- 
ably higher during June than during December. 
The single channel spectral interval in which emission from water vapor 
was observed with TIROS IV and Nimbus I1 extended from 5.8 to 6.9 microns 
and 6.4 to  6.9 microns respectively. The weighting function which gives Y in 
equation (2) as a function of height now depends on both the distribution of tem- 
perature and water vapor with height. A temperature profile is assumed on the 
basis of climatology o r  an independent measurement by balloons in the vicinity 
of the region observed by the satellite. In addition, in this spectral region, 
even for a very moist atmosphere, a considerable amount of radiation is observed 
from the underlying surface, cloud top or ground. Thus, the first term in equa- 
tion (2) cannot be neglected, it must be determined from a simultaneous measure- 
ment in one of the window channels, usually at 10-11 microns. This always 
yields a temperature for the radiating surface at the bottom of the water vapor. 
Then, only a temperature gradient (lapse rate) must be assumed for the atmos- 
phere above to give a complete temperature profile. However, the surface 
underlying the water vapor must be equally opaque to radiation in the window 
as well as the absorption channel. If this is not so, such as  in  the case of thin, 
high altitude cirrus clouds, serious errors  may result in  the water vapor 
measurements. Finally, since only one spectral interval is available in water 
vapor absorption, only the total amount of water vapor in the height interval 
where Y > 0 can be measured; the distribution function for the water vapor with 
height must be assumed o r  known independently. Usually, a ''standard" water 
vapor distribution with height, such as constant relative humidity in the tropo- 
sphere and a constant water vapor mixing ratio in the stratosphere, were as- 
sumed. This method was developed by Moeller (1962). For most realistic 
distributions of water vapor Y = 0 at altitudes below 500 mb (6 km) and the 
weighting function has a maximum near 300 mb (9 km). 
This method was applied to the observations from TIROS IV (Raschke and 
Bandeen 1967) which resulted in the determination of the average total amount 
of water vapor above the 500 mb level over many areas of the globe (Fig. 17). 
The measurement of water vapor amount, even only as an average quantity is 
most important at these heights since conventional meteorological radiosondes 
become generally quite unreliable for water vapor measurements in the upper 
troposphere. 
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The horizontal distributions of the water vapor mass in Fig. 17 show a 
pattern which is similar to that of the temperature. Both quantities decrease 
from the meieorologid equator in poleward direction. Highest amounts of 
water vapor of more than 0.3 g cm-3 have been found over regions known to 
have large amounts of precipitation. Those are  South-East Asia  (varying with 
Monsoon-period), South America and Central Africa. 
VIII. OUTLOOK 
Meteorological satellites so far have carried single and multi-channel 
radiometric sensors and television cameras and have provided highly useful 




Mapping the large scale distribution of cloud patterns, both in day and 
night, and determining the overall cloud top heights. 
Determining the global distribution of energy sources and sinks in the 
earth-atmosphere system, namely the difference between the solar 
energy absorbed and the infrared energy emitted by the earth and the 
atmosphere. 
Determining the global distribution of mean temperatures in the strato- 
sphere during a full seasonal cycle, and the distribution of water vapor 
in the upper troposphere. 
The meteorological experiments carried out by satellites have so far been 
limited to broad band radiometry, providing information only on cloud cover, 
upper troposphere moisture fields, and on selected features of the circulation 
inferred from the cloud, moisture and temperature patterns. 
The next step in this field is to increase the spectral resolution of the 
sensors, i.e., to make spectrometric measurements of temperature and moisture 
distribution with height. Over oceans, atmospheric water vapor concentrations, 
could be measured by microwave radiometers at wavelengths near 1.35 cm. 
This wavelength range would be free of the interference encountered by thin 
cirrus clouds in the infrared. 
Another atmospheric parameter which can be usefully observed from the 
satellite is the distribution of ozone in the stratosphere. Because ozone is a 
strong absorber of the ultraviolet radiation, the measurements by a satellite of 
either direct or  backscattered sunlight after its passage through the atmospheric 
ozone can be used for the deduction of the ozone distribution in the atmosphere. 
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The measurement of "sferics , I '  the radio frequency emissions by electrical 
discharges from clouds, is still another domain in which satellite observations 
could contribute significantly. The detection and mapping of sferics may indi- 
cate areas of strong vertical motion related to tropical storm development and 
such phenomena as strong winds, heavy rainfall and turbulence. 
It must be mentioned that the most important meteorological parameters, 
namely the surface pressure and the direction and velocity of the wind near the 
ground, cannot be accurately measured by instruments on-board a satellite at 
this time. The way in which the satellite can provide this information is by 
acting as a data collector and relay. Pressure and wind of the lower troposphere 
would be measured by a series of strategically placed sensors on the ground 
and in balloons, and the information from these detectors would be transmitted 
to the over-passing satellite which could locate and track the balloons and relay 
the sensor data to  the analyst at a central weather station. 
All  these considerations will be part of future meteorological satellite 
programs, but their implementation is certainly a matter of formidable tech- 
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Figure 1-Nimbus I (14 Sept. 1964 1927 U.T.) Vort ices i n  the air  f low formed i n  the lee o f  
Guadalupe Island in the Pac i f i c  Ocean are ref lected by the cloud formations photographed 
with high resolution te levis ion cameras on Nimbus I. The characterist ic d imens ims of the 
vortex pattern and o f  the cel lu lar  cloud structure surrounding the vort ices permits the deriva- 
t ion o f  parameters relat ing to  the hydrodynamic properties o f  the atmosphere. Such param- 
eters are usually d i f f i cu l t  to obtain from theory or from laboratory experiments. 
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Figure2-Cloud cover observed by a scanningphotometer aboard ATS-I satel l i teover the Paci f -  
i c  Ocean on 11 Dec. 1966. The view extends from about 6 0 "  to 60°S(top to  bottom) and from 
the South China Sea ( left) t o  the At lant ic  Ocean (right). Cloud formations associated with 
major storms can be seen over eastern North America, the North Pac i f i c  Ocean, and the South 
Pac i f i c  Ocean. The peninsula o f  Southern California and the Southwestern Uni ted States and 
Mexico can be recognized in the cloud free area indicating high atmospheric pressure. Smaller 
scale cloud formations in the tropics are indicative of dynamic processes in  these regions 
especial ly when their short term variation i s  analyzed. 
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Figure 3-Nighttime cloud obser- 
vations from Nimbus I over the 
western North A t lan t ic  on 9 Sept. 
1964. Clouds associated with 
storms and frontal systems stand 
out clearly i n  the satel l i te pic-  
ture. The large cloud spiral i s  
associated with hurricane Dora. 
The cloud band further north sig- 
n i f ies  a cold front generated by 
a cold front generated by a low 
pressure system i n  the upper 
r ight  corner. The cloud mass at 
the lower edge i s  indicat ive of 
strong convective ac t iv i t y  i n  the 
tropical zone. The southern t i p  
of Hudson Bay (James Bay) of 
Canada can be seen at the upper 
lef t  corner. TheChesapeake Bay 
and Delaware Bay of the Eastern 
United States are located a t  the 
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Figure 5-Typical  nephanalysis plotted from cloud pictures 
obtained by TIROS VI1 during pass over the Northwestern 
Pac i f i c  on 20 January 1964. Composite of cloud pictures i s  
shown a t  right; nephanalysis (center) indicates amount o f  cloud 
cover, cloud type, inferred winds and other meteorological 
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Figure 7(a)-HRIR radiation picture of cloud and water temperatures, mode by Nimbus I from 
above the North Pac i f ic  a t  midnight on 20 Sept. 1964 (dark tones, warm; white tones, cold). 
(b) Map, automatically produced by digital  computer, of cloud surface temperatures, corres- 







Figure 8-Composite o f  Nimbus II HRlR observations over the eastern South Pac i f i c  between 
Antarct ica and the Equator from f ive orbits. The measurements were made near local midnight 
on 5 June 1966. The immensely long, twist ing cloud bands extending i n  winter from the South 
Polar regions into the tropics have been observed and analyzed previously i n  TIROS radiation 
data as  wel l  as i n  the Nimbus I HRlR observations (A l l i son  and Warnecke, 1966). I t  i s  not 
uncommon that f ive or s i x  such bands occur around the Southern Hemisphere on a typical win- 
ter day. At low lat i tudes they exhibi t  an extensive east-west orientation. 
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Figure 10-Nimbus I views 
cloud cover over Canada, 
Eastern United States, and 
Caribbean. Pictures were 
transmitted directly to lo- 
cal  station on the East  
Coast of the United States 
v ia  the Automatic Picture 
Transmission (APT) Sys- 
tem, August 29, 1964. 
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Figure 12-Nimbus II H R l R  observation o f  the Gulf Stream near 
local  midnight on 2 June 1966. The Gulf  Stream i s  represented 
by the dark streak o f  warm water (298'K) i n  the upper l e f t  
stretching from southwest to northeast. The streak i s  bounded 
sharply by colder water on the left .  On the r ight  the boundary 
toward the colder water i s  more gradual. The number i n  the 
center refers to 30'N, 292'E. The sharp temperature difference 
on the le f t  amounts t o  about 5°C. A large cloud band i s  
located to the east through the center o t  the picture. The land 
mass of  the Eastern Seaboard of the United States i s  differen- 
t iated from the water by s t i l l  colder temperatures (very l igh t  
shades) along the lef t  edge o f  the picture. At midnight the land 
mass i s  much colder than the water. 
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Figure 13-Nimbus I H R l R  radiation picture made from above Antarct ica at about 












Figure 14-Nimbus I HRlR radiation picture made from above South America at  about 
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Figure 15-Fifteen micron carbon dioxide absorption band weighting func- 
tions. The 5 cm-’ wide spectral intervals were chosen with mid-pointsat 
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